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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

This  paper  presents  a new  hybrid  algorithm,  which  executes  ant  colony  optimization  in  combination
with  genetic  algorithm  (ACO-GA),  for  type  I mixed-model  assembly  line  balancing  problem  (MMALBP-I)
with  some  particular  features  of  real world  problems  such  as  parallel  workstations,  zoning  constraints
and  sequence  dependent  setup  times  between  tasks.  The  proposed  ACO-GA  algorithm  aims  at  enhancing
the  performance  of  ant  colony  optimization  by incorporating  genetic  algorithm  as  a  local  search  strategy
for MMALBP-I  with  setups.  In  the  proposed  hybrid  algorithm  ACO  is conducted  to provide  diversification,
while  GA  is  conducted  to provide  intensification.  The  proposed  algorithm  is tested  on  20  representatives
MMALBP-I  extended  by  adding  low,  medium  and  high  variability  of setup  times.  The  results  are  compared
with  pure  ACO  pure  GA  and  hGA  in terms  of  solution  quality  and  computational  times.  Computational
results  indicate  that  the  proposed  ACO-GA  algorithm  has  superior  performance.

© 2012  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Current markets are characterized as consumer-centric resulted
in a growing trend for higher product variability. As a result
of this, high-mix/low-volume manufacturing strategies substitute
for low-mix/high-volume manufacturing strategies. Single-model
assembly lines, which are the most suited production systems for
low variety demand scenarios, are not able to respond the require-
ments of this new type of manufacturing strategies anymore.
Therefore, manufacturers prefer producing one model with differ-
ent features or several models on a single assembly line (mixed
model assembly line, which was handled by Thomopoulos [1] for
the first time in the literature) in order to avoid the high cost to
build and maintain an assembly line for each model.

Mainly two types of balancing problems arise for mixed-model
assembly lines like traditional single-model assembly lines: design
of a new assembly line for which the demand can be easily fore-
casted (Type-I) and redesign of an existing assembly line (Type-II)
when changes in the assembly process or in the product range
occurs. The MMALBP-I (resp. MMALBP-II) consists in assignment
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of tasks to workstations such that the precedence relations of each
models are satisfied and the number of workstations (resp. the cycle
time) is minimized for a given predefined cycle time (resp. prede-
fined number of workstations) and given M models, the set of tasks
associated with each model, the performance times of the tasks,
and the set of precedence relations which specify the permissible
orderings of the tasks for each model (Gokcen and Erel [2]). Both
versions of the problem are NP-hard (Bukchin and Rabinowitch [3]).
In this paper we propose a new hybrid algorithm, a combination
of ant colony optimization (ACO) and genetic algorithm (GA), for
MMALBP-I, which has some particular features of the real-world
assembly line balancing problems such as parallel workstations,
zoning constraints, and sequence dependent setup times between
tasks.

For most of the industrial assembly lines, it is assumed that the
setups are negligible, because their times are very low compared to
operation times. Moreover, setups are considered independently as
they are executed just before or after the tasks, hence, their times
are added to task times (Andrés et al. [4]). As a results of this sit-
uation, it is not required to determine task performing sequences
in a workstation, however, task performing sequence is an essen-
tial issue in order to minimize the workstation global time, in case
of sequence dependent setup times. On the other hand, consider-
ing sequence dependent setup times between tasks becomes more
important when cycle time is low, since setup times may  represent
a high percentage of it.
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Nomenclature

GA
PS population size
RC crossover rate
RM mutation rate
NI number of iterations

ACO
r1, r2 and r3 user defined parameters
�(i,j) the pheromone trail intensity in the path ‘selecting

task j after selecting task i’
�0 initial pheromone level
�j the heuristic information of task j (e.g., The priority

rule value for task j)
An

j
the set of available tasks for ant n after the selection
of task i

 ̨ and ˇ determine the relative importance of pheromone
intensity versus heuristic information

� evaporation coefficient
��n

(i,j) amount of pheromone released by ant n in the paths
used to build the task sequence

NAA number of artificial ants
NSC number of sub-colonies

Mixed-model assembly line balancing problem with setups
M number of models assembled in the line
Dm demand of model m over the planning horizon
P length of the planning horizon
qm the overall proportion of the number of units of

model m
N number of tasks
STm

ij
setup time for assigning task j after task i on model
m at the same workstation

tim processing time of task i due to model m
S the workstation index that the last task is assigned
S′ total number of workstations including replicas
xik 1 if task i assigned to workstation k is 0 otherwise
skm idle time of workstation k due to model m
Sk the total proportional idle time of workstation k
C cycle time
WLm

s work-load of station s due to model m
NWS total number of workstations obtained from the

solution of the problem
IdleSM the idle time of workstation S due to model m
WE  weighted line efficiency
LBpmix lower bound value for the product mix
%D percentage difference between number of worksta-

tions and the LBmix value for a problem

Assembly lines
MMALBP mixed-model assembly line balancing problem
MMALBPS mixed-model assembly line balancing problem

with setups
ALBP assembly line balancing problem
TALBPS two-sided assembly line balancing problem with

setups
GALBPS general assembly line balancing problem with

setups
SALBP simple assembly line balancing problem

Most of the published papers on assembly line balancing
problem with sequence dependent setup times have focused exten-
sively on single model lines as distinct from the current study.
Andrés et al.’s [4] were the first paper (see the corrigendum to this
paper provided by Pastor et al. [5]) which considered the sequence-
dependent setup times between tasks in the simple version of
assembly line balancing problems (ALBPs), which they referred to
as general assembly line balancing problem with setups (GALBPS).
They formulated the GALBPS-I and provided some heuristics and a
GRASP algorithm to solve the innovative problem. However, their
emphasis was  solely on the type I of GALBPS and unlike their
model which is adaptable to GALBPS-II. After this study, Martino
and Pastor [6] developed heuristic procedures based on priority
rules to solve GALBPS-I; however, these approaches, which are not
specifically designed for solving GALBPS-II, cannot provide high
quality solutions in high-size tests. A similar sequence-dependent
tasks time increments was introduced by Scholl et al. [7] which
is defined as “whenever a task h is performed after another task i
has been finished, its standard time th is incremented by a value.
This sequence-dependent increment measures the prolongation of
task h forced by the interference with the status of already having
processed task i”. The problem of balancing two-sided assembly
lines with setups (TALBPS) was considered by Özcan and Toklu
[8]. A mixed integer program (MIP) was  proposed to model and
solve the problem. The proposed MIP  minimizes the number of
mated-stations (i.e., the line length) as the primary objective and it
minimizes the number of stations (i.e., the number of operators) as
a secondary objective for a given cycle time. A heuristic approach
(2-COMSOAL/S) for especially solving large-size problems based
on COMSOAL (computer method of sequencing operations for
assembly lines) method was  also presented. Seyed-Alagheband
et al. [9] addressed SALBP-II where the simple version is enriched
by considering sequence-dependent setup times between tasks
(GALBPS-II). They proposed a mathematical model and a novel
simulated annealing (SA) algorithm to solve it. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first attempt aims at solving MMALBP with
setups.

In the relevant literature several approaches have been pre-
sented to cope with MMALBP-I. These approaches can be divided
into three groups: mathematical programming, heuristics/meta-
heuristics and hybrid approaches. Besides assembly line balancing
problems, hybrid algorithms were used for solving several
combinatorial optimization problems and usually developed by
integrating meta-heuristics with problem specific heuristic algo-
rithms or meta-heuristics with meta-heuristics. On the other hand,
hybrid algorithms have showed their ability to provide local optima
of high quality. For more comprehensive reviews on hybrid meta-
heuristics the reader can refer to the papers of Preux and Talbi [10],
Talbi [11], Raidl [12] and Blum et al. [13].

In this paper, we attempt to hybridize ACO [14–19] with GA
[20,21] in parallel (operation parallelization), which belongs to
the class of parallel hybrid meta-heuristics (Crainic and Toulouse
[22]). These algorithms are sufficiently complex to provide pow-
erful adaptive search approaches, and usually can be embedded
with other approaches to speed up the search performance (Lee
et al. [23]). The rationale why we  attempt to hybridize ACO with
GA is to exploit the complementary character of different optimiza-
tion strategies, that is, hybrids are believed to benefit from synergy
(Blum et al. [13]). Viz., our proposed hybrid algorithm integrates the
positive feedback mechanism and the satisfactory performance of
ACO with the faster speed of GA. Thus, the proposed hybrid ACO-GA
algorithm attempt to overcome the slower speed of ACO and the
poor searching capability of GA, especially for large sized problems,
by embedding GA into ACO as a local search. Furthermore, ACO-GA
utilizes the synergy of GA as an improvement procedure and ACO
as a constructive procedure.
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